Aggregation of small-scale projects into a sole high-scale project to enhance economies of scale
Aggregation of local projects

- Analysis of SECAPs
- Grouping of local projects
- One business model, legal study and technical assessment
A bundling financial tool that allows for the joint implementation of local projects included in the SECAPs.

- Managed by local governments and exclusively dedicated to climate action.
- Currently formed by 21 municipalities.
• **Local Governments**: trustors and beneficiaries.

• **Mayors Council**: decision-making body.

• **Executive Secretary of RAMCC**: resources, contributions and support to develop projects and programmes.

• **Municipal Bank of Rosario**: trustee
Own funds

Third-party contributions
RAMCC Trust Fund
2020 Project - LED Lights for Street lighting

- **766 LED lights in 9 cities**
- **Investment:** USD$ 135,000
- **Savings:** USD$/year: 12,000
- **240MWh/year**
- **110tCO₂e/year**
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110 tCO₂e/year
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NEXT STEPS

2021 Project - LED Lights for Street lighting

- Second collective purchase of LED lights for Street lighting
- 18 municipalities and approx. 1890 LED Lights mapped (50%)
- Complete mapping, tenders, collective public purchase and installation
NEXT STEPS

Replication in other sectors and municipalities: solar energy and electric vehicles

Acceleration of climate action and change in the chain value
Thank you